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An ultralight, pulverization- free integrated anode 
toward lithium- less lithium metal batteries
Chao- Hui Zhang1,2, Yu- Jie Guo1, Shuang- Jie Tan1, Yu- Hao Wang1,2, Jun- Chen Guo1,2, Yi- Fan Tian1,2, 
Xu- Sheng Zhang1,2, Bo- Zheng Liu3, Sen Xin1,2, Juan Zhang1,2*, Li- Jun Wan1,2*, Yu- Guo Guo1,2*

The high- capacity advantage of lithium metal anode was compromised by common use of copper as the collector. 
Furthermore, lithium pulverization associated with “dead” Li accumulation and electrode cracking deteriorates 
the long- term cyclability of lithium metal batteries, especially under realistic test conditions. Here, we report an 
ultralight, integrated anode of polyimide- Ag/Li with dual anti- pulverization functionality. The silver layer was ini-
tially chemically bonded to the polyimide surface and then spontaneously diffused in Li solid solution and self- 
evolved into a fully lithiophilic Li- Ag phase, mitigating dendrites growth or dead Li. Further, the strong van der 
Waals interaction between the bottommost Li- Ag and polyimide affords electrode structural integrity and electri-
cal continuity, thus circumventing electrode pulverization. Compared to the cutting- edge anode- free cells, the 
batteries pairing LiNi0.8Mn0.1Co0.1O2 with polyimide- Ag/Li afford a nearly 10% increase in specific energy, with 
safer characteristics and better cycling stability under realistic conditions of 1× excess Li and high areal- loading 
cathode (4 milliampere hour per square centimeter).

INTRODUCTION
Spurred by the emerging electric vehicle market, rechargeable lithium 
batteries technology experiences progressive breakthroughs (1–10). 
To date, the most cutting- edge batteries (anode- free batteries coupled 
with Li- rich cathode) could output an estimated cell- level energy den-
sity of more than 500 Wh kg−1 (11–13). Nonetheless, there seems to 
be an endless desire for “longer mileage” or emerging electric aircraft 
transportation, the improvements in higher energy density are con-
stantly being demanded.

In a practical battery, the positive/negative electrodes (including 
the collector) account for approximately 70 wt % of the total mass of 
the battery. Increasing the amount of extractable lithium per mass 
unit in the active material or minimizing the proportion of inactive 
material (e.g., collector) at the electrode level can enhance the energy 
density of the battery (14–20). On the cathode side, the theoretical 
capacity of layered Li- rich materials is approaching their upper limit 
due to the limitations of topochemical Li+ intercalation chemistry 
(21–24). Thus, it is now challenging to boost specific energy by a fur-
ther 10% through improvements at the cathode. On the anode side, by 
adopting the emerging anode materials with different lithium storage 
mechanisms (e.g., silicon and metal lithium), the specific capacity of 
anode (calculated on the active material) has been markedly increased 
(25–28). Nevertheless, when evaluating the overall specific capacity of 
the electrode by considering both the active and inactive materials 
(current collectors) in the anode, the high capacity advantage of 
metal- Li is discounted due to the widespread utilization of heavy cop-
per collectors. For example, in batteries using 20- μm Li metal on Cu 
collector (Cu- 20Li) as the anode, the total anode constitutes less than 
20 wt % of the battery (fig. S2), while the mass of inactive material in 

the anode exceeds 75 wt %. Even in an anode- free battery (Cu- 0Li), 
despite the mass ratio of the anode in the battery has been minimized 
to 16 wt %, this 16 wt % comprises exclusively inactive components 
(11, 12, 29). Therefore, by the construction of a lightweight integrated 
anode with an increased total- anode capacity, it may be possible to 
boost the specific energy of Li metal batteries to a higher level 
(Fig. 1A).

In the context of conserving lithium resources and meeting the 
demand for higher battery- specific densities, it is imperative to mini-
mize the amount of lithium metal used in lithium metal batteries 
(LMBs) for practical applications. Nevertheless, such anode- less bat-
teries operating under lithium- limited conditions, have encountered 
challenges, particularly with a serious pulverization problem that 
jeopardizes their long- term cyclability. Pulverization in LMBs mainly 
manifested in two aspects (Fig. 1B). The first one is associated with the 
growth of lithium dendrites. Upon inhomogeneous Li stripping from 
the underneath, the Li dendrites break off and detach from the collec-
tor, forming “dead” Li (30, 31). The massive pulverized Li pieces ac-
cumulated at the upper layer of the electrode, causing the dead Li 
pulverization, which results in rapid capacity decay and deteriorated 
cycling efficiency. The introduction of highly lithophilic alloy (e.g., 
Ag, Al, Mg, and In) was proven effective to regulate Li nucleation and 
minimize the formation of dendrite or dead Li (32–36). However, the 
huge volume change of the alloy (or pure lithium) during the repeated 
Li plating/stripping may lead to the separation of the entire active ma-
terial from the collector or, even worse, the disintegration of the elec-
trode (37, 38). This is the so- called electrode electro- chemo- mechanical 
pulverization (referred to as electrode pulverization), which can di-
rectly lead to a “cliff jump” in capacity and quick battery failure. In 
particular, the electrode pulverization behavior becomes even more 
evident under the limited conditions of low negative/positive capacity 
ratio (N/P ratios) required for a high specific energy of battery. There-
fore, the ideal lithium metal integrated anode should not only be 
lightweight but be functional to circumvent the pulverization prob-
lems so as to gain an extended cycle life.

In this work, a lightweight polyimide- nanosilver/Li (referred to as 
PI- Ag/Li) was developed as a functionalized, integrated anode for 
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metal Li batteries. Inspiringly, using PI- Ag/Li as an integrated anode, 
the cell- level specific energy of a full cell was calculated to increase by 
a further ~10% compared to the anode- free cell using a copper anode 
(delivering an estimated energy density of ~620 Wh kg−1). PI- Ag/Li 
integrated anode was obtained by chemically anchoring silver mono-
layers to PI matrix through a scalable ion- ligand exchange process, 
followed by lamination with an ultrathin lithium foil or electrodeposi-
tion. In- depth study on the Li stripping/plating process reveals that 
the underlying Ag atoms spontaneously diffused upward at the early 
electrochemical stage. This self- evolving process renders PI- Ag/Li 
fully lithiophilic to enable uniform lithium deposition and mitigates 
dead Li pulverization, as illustrated in Fig. 1C. Furthermore, owing to 
the strong van der Waals force between silver atom and imide group 
from PI matrix (Li- Ag⋯O═C), the electrode pulverization was si-
multaneously mitigated. Benefiting from the dual anti- pulverization 
function, the PI- Ag/Li||LiNi0.8Mn0.1Co0.1O2 (NCM811) full cell 
shows an excellent cycling performance with 80% capacity retention 
over 500 cycles (with N/P ratio of 5). Even under a highly practical 
condition of high- areal loading cathode (20 mg cm−2) and ultralow 
N/P ratio (1.0), PI- Ag/Li||NCM811 cells still maintain a remarkably 
stable cycling with capacity retention of 90% over 170 cycles. We also 
assembled pouch cells with a PI- Ag/Li anode and an NCM811, which 
shows good cycling performance under realistic testing conditions. In 
addition, the unique thermal insulation of PI can effectively block the 
vertical spread of heat during thermal abuse of a pouch cell, rendering 
the high- energy LMBs flame retardant functionality.

RESULTS
Characterization of the PI- Ag
The mass density of polyimide (1.42 g cm−3) is much lower than that 
of copper metal (8.9 g  cm−3), which indicates the ultralightweight 

nature of our integrated anode. PI- Ag matrix was synthesized 
through a three- step chemical reaction (note S1). The detailed syn-
thesis process was illustrated schematically in Fig. 2A. The first step 
(step I, Fig. 2, B and C) was the alkali catalysis hydrolysis of PI in 
KOH solution to form potassium carboxylate and amide. The second 
step (step II, Fig. 2, C and D) involves adsorption of Ag+ and ion- 
ligand exchange reaction in silver ammonia solution, with formation 
of PI- Ag+. The third step (step III, Fig. 2, D and E) was the redox re-
action from Ag ions to metallic Ag nanoparticles (NPs) with l- 
ascorbic acid as the reducing agent. The chemical reaction process 
was monitored by x- ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) tech-
niques. For the pristine PI film, only three elements (C, O, and N) 
were detected from XPS spectra in Fig. 2F and fig. S3. After the im-
mersion in KOH, the C 1s spectrum shows that the imide carbonyl 
peak located at 288.7 eV disappears, and the signal peaks of amide 
carbonyl at 287.7 eV and carboxylate at 290.2 eV are observed, re-
spectively. At the same time, the presence of the K+ peaks indicates 
the ring- opening and hydrolysis of imine (Fig. 2G and fig. S4). Sub-
sequently, the peak of K+ disappears from the XPS spectra and is 
replaced by the Ag+, validating the ion- ligand exchange process 
(Fig. 2H). After the redox reaction, the silver peak in Ag 3d spectrum 
shifts to a lowered energy, suggesting the reduction of Ag ions to me-
tallic Ag (Fig. 2I and fig. S5). Ex situ atomic force microscopy (AFM) 
technique was used to visualize the chemical reaction process. Fig-
ure 2 (J to M) shows that the surface of PI, PI- K+, and PI- Ag+ are 
homogeneous, indicating the complete surface reaction and Ag NP 
nucleation. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images (figs.  S6 
and S7) show that Ag NPs (mainly in agglomerates state) are uni-
formly and continuously dispersed on the PI film. The Ag layer is 
approximately 1 μm in thickness. The weight ratio of Ag on PI is 
~24 wt % resultant from the Thermogravimetry analysis in fig. S8. 
The electron conductivity of PI- Ag matrix is measured to be 4.6 × 107 

Fig. 1. High specific energy advantages of LMBs using PI- Ag/Li integrated anodes and the schematic of the dual anti- pulverization mechanism of the integrated 
anodes. (A) comparison of the specific energy of a 10- Ah pouch cell with lithium- rich cathodes coupled to different lithium metal anodes and the specific capacity of the 
total anode in the battery. lMBs using li- rich cathode and Pi- Ag- 20li anode afford a nearly 10% improvement in specific energy compared to the state- of- the- art anode- 
free batteries using cu- 0li anode. the mass of the total anode comprises both active and inactive materials, and the value of the areal capacity for calculation is set to 
4 mAh cm−2 (refer to table S1 and fig. S1 for more calculation details). (B) Schematic of the anode pulverization problems for most lithium- limited lMBs. (C) Schematic of 
how self- evolved Pi- Ag/li integration functions to inhibit dead li or electrode pulverization.
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S m−1 by four- probe tester, which is comparable to Al foil or Cu foil 
(fig. S9), verifying its promising electronic conducting function.

In situ electrochemical lithiation behavior of PI- Ag
We first investigated the lithium plating/stripping behavior of PI- 
Ag functional substrate (Fig. 3A) by in situ electrochemical lithia-
tion. Fig.  3 (B and C) shows the in  situ x- ray diffraction (XRD) 

profiles (performed on a specialized Swagelok battery as shown in 
fig. S10) of PI- Ag- Li during the first cycle. Electrochemical testing 
was performed at a current density of 0.5 mA cm−2, with lithiation 
first at a cutoff capacity of 5 mAh cm−2 and then delithiation at a 
cutoff voltage of 0.2 V. It reveals that the PI- Ag experienced a step-
wise alloying and nucleation precipitation upon the lithiation pro-
cess. At the early stage of lithiation, the diffraction peaks of Li7.5Ag 

Fig. 2. Characterizations of the PI- Ag functional substrate during preparation. (A) Schematic of the fabrication of Ag- Pi. Schematics of the composition evolution of 
(B) pristine Pi, (C) Pi- K+, (D) Pi- Ag+, and (E) Pi- Ag during preparation and the corresponding chemical structures. XPS spectra and component analysis of (F) Pi, (G) Pi- K+, 
(H) Pi- Ag+, and (I) Pi- Ag (the bar graphs show the proportion of each element). AFM images of the (J) Pi, (K) Pi- K+, (L) Pi- Ag+, and (M) Pi- Ag. a.u., arbitrary units.
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at 39.5° and Li11.8Ag at 39.2° appear for a while and then quickly 
vanish, demonstrating the initial Li- Ag alloying reaction (39). 
Upon further lithiation, the ultimate alloyed product of Li20Ag 
(38.6°) is identified and remains unchanged. Simultaneously, the 
diffraction peak of lithium metal at 36° appears and gradually in-
tensifies, indicating the Li nucleation process initials. The delithia-
tion process shows the opposite phase transition process, with 
Li7.5Ag as the final charging product. The spatial composition and 
distribution of alloy phase in the PI- Ag- Li upon electrodeposition 
were determined by in- depth XPS analysis. Figure 3 (D to F) pres-
ents the XPS depth profiling of the PI- Ag electrodes after plating 
with 2, 5, and 10 mAh cm−2, respectively. The signal of Ag gradu-
ally intensifies as the sputtering depth approaches the interior (the 
underlying part of PI- Ag- Li). Energy- dispersive x- ray spectroscopy 
mapping shown in fig. S11 presents that the elemental Ag is uni-
formly distributed throughout the lithium layer. This implies that 
Ag atoms may spontaneously diffuse across the whole electrode 
during the initial electrochemical (de)lithiation process, driven by 
solid solution equilibrium. According to the lithium- silver phase 
diagram, silver has a large solubility in lithium which accounts for 
the spontaneous diffusion property of PI- Ag- Li. This self- evolution 
process leads to a fully lithiophilic integrated anode of PI- Ag- Li, 

and the uniformly distributed Li- Ag sites will spatially regulate the 
lithium deposition and inhibit dendrite growth.

To evaluate the dendrite- inhibiting functionality of PI- Ag- Li, the 
Li electrodeposition behavior was deeply investigated. As shown in 
fig.  S12, the PI- Ag- Li exhibits a much lower lithium nucleation 
overpotential than that of copper foil (0.05 V versus 0.15 V) at a cur-
rent density of 0.5 mA cm−2. From SEM investigation, at a lithium 
deposition of 0.5 mAh cm−2, the lithium nuclei on the copper foil 
present a rod- like structure, while the surface of the PI- Ag- Li pres-
ents a smooth and dendrite- free morphology (fig.  S13, A and B). 
After electrodeposition with 4 mAh cm−2 of lithium, these rod- 
shaped lithium nuclei on copper developed into lithium dendrites, 
resulting in a loose and irregular deposition pattern. In comparison 
for PI- Ag, even at a high current density of 4 mA cm−2, the deposi-
tion morphology remains flat and dense (fig. S13, C to F). For a bet-
ter implementation of PI- Ag/Li, an ultrathin lithium foil (20 μm, 
4 mAh cm−2) was rolled on the PI- Ag matrix to obtain PI- Ag- 20Li 
integrated anode. Energy dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) analysis 
was performed on the cross- sectional image of PI- Ag- 20Li. The re-
sult shows that after 24 hours of placement, the silver atoms were 
uniformly distributed throughout the 20- μm- thick integrated elec-
trode (fig. S14). This result was in accordance with the in- depth XPS 
spectra in fig. S15, demonstrating that Ag elemental can be detected 
at the uppermost of the composite anode (note that thin layers of 
lithium oxide are caused by short- term exposure to air). Therefore, 
it can be inferred that whether lithium is electrodeposited or rolled 
on PI- Ag (lithium amount should be within 10 mAh cm−2), the Ag 
atoms attached to PI will spontaneously diffuse upward until reach-
ing a thermodynamic equilibrium, forming a homogeneous, fully 
lithiophilic PI- Ag- Li integration, which functions to guide a uni-
form Li deposition. Furthermore, the strong interaction between Ag 
atom and PI can firmly hold the bottommost layer of silver atoms in 
place (discussed below), thereby guaranteeing a sufficient electron 
transfer capability of the integrated anode.

Performance of half- /full cells using PI- Ag/Li under 
realistic conditions
We first investigated the Li plating/stripping property in half- cells us-
ing Li||PI- Ag and Li||Cu. When applied in a button cell, a small piece 
of the PI- Ag film was folded to achieve electrical contact with the steel 
shell (Fig. 4A and fig. S16). Coulombic efficiency is an important in-
dex that determines the cycle life of a lithium metal anode in practical 
batteries, in which the lithium source is limited. The test protocol for 
average Coulombic efficiency was adopted from a previous report by 
Zhang’s group (40). The calculated average Coulombic efficiency of 
Li||Cu and Li||PI- Ag are 83.3% and 94.6%, respectively (Fig. 4B). The 
increase in average Coulombic efficiency accounts for the improved 
Li deposition behavior of the PI- Ag- Li and would promote to an ex-
tended cycling life in a “limited lithium source” full battery system. 
Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy tests were further carried 
out on PI- Ag/Li||Li half- cells before cycling, with Cu/Li||Li as a com-
parison. Referring to fig.  S17, the half- cell using PI- Ag/Li anode 
shows a smaller overall impedance compared to the half- cell with Cu/
Li anode, indicating better kinetics with our integrated anode. We 
then investigated the performance of PI- Ag- Li integrated anode in a 
full cell with NMC811 as a cathode. PI- Ag and Cu were first prelithi-
ated with 8 mAh cm−2 of lithium, and the N/P ratio of the full cell is 
5. As demonstrated in Fig.  4C and fig.  S18, the capacity of Cu- 
Li||NCM811 full cell was stable at the initial cycles (1 to 50 cycles) but 

Fig. 3. Characterization of the PI- Ag- Li integrated anode by electrodeposition. 
(A) Galvanostatic charge/discharge voltage curves of Pi- Ag during the initial 
lithiation- delithiation at 0.5 mA cm−2 with an areal capacity of 5 mAh cm−2. inset: the 
schematic for the solid diffusion of Ag atoms in li solid solution during the lithiation- 
delithiation process. (B) in situ XRd patterns and (C) the waterfall plots of Pi- Ag dur-
ing the initial li plating- stripping at 0.5 mA cm−2. in- depth XPS spectra of the Pi- Ag 
after a li- deposition of (D) 2 mAh cm−2, (E) 5 mAh cm−2, and (F) 10 mAh cm−2.
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then decayed abruptly, and the cell quickly failed after 100 cycles. This 
could be mainly due to the irregular Li plating/stripping which gives 
rise to a rapid consumption of active lithium in the cell. When the 
inventory Li is exhausted, the cell immediately fails. In sharp contrast, 
cells with the PI- Ag- Li integrated anode show an excellent cycling 
performance and high Coulombic efficiency, delivering stable capac-
ity for over 500 cycles (with over 80% capacity retention). The supe-
rior long- term cycling stability demonstrates the function of PI- Ag- Li 
to improve the utilization of active lithium.

To better understand the important role of PI- Ag- Li on stabilizing 
the Li deposition, interface analysis was first conducted on the cycled 
PI- Ag- Li and Cu- Li anodes in full cells. From the XPS depth results in 
fig.  S19, the two anodes show similar SEI structures, with organic 
components dominating the exterior of SEI (fig. S19, A and B, and 
table  S2) and inorganics (e.g., LiF) dominating the interior of 
SEI. Notably, the Ag 3d spectra are consistently detected in PI- Ag- Li, 
and the signal becomes even stronger with increasing the etching 
depth (fig. S19, C and D). After 10 min of etching, the characteristic 
peak of Li- Ag alloy (365.5 and 371.3 eV) appears, confirming the self- 
evolution nature of the integrated anode during electrochemical pro-
cess as evidenced by the half- cell analysis. First- principles calculations 
theoretically explain how the fully lithiophilic PI- Ag- Li functions to 

regulate lithium plating/stripping. Figure  4D displays the deforma-
tion charge densities and the corresponding binding energies of Li on 
the Li (110) surface and Li- Ag alloy (110) surface, which are −1.73 
and −2.57 eV, respectively. The stronger adsorption energy between 
Li- Ag and Li indicates that Li prefers to nucleate surrounding Ag at-
oms, and thus, the upward diffusion of Ag atoms was favorable for 
directing the homogeneous lithium nucleation and growth. In Fig. 4E, 
during the Li stripping process, the stronger binding energy induces 
lithium to be preferentially stripped from the surrounding of the sil-
ver atoms in an “up- bottom” pattern. Such “riveting effect” of Li- Ag 
phase prevents the formation of dead Li and thus contributes to a 
denser and flatter deposition morphology as evidenced by the cross- 
sectional SEM image. As for Cu- Li anode without riveting effect 
shown in Fig. 4F, the newly exposed lithium at the root of Cu- Li may 
preferentially detach from the current collector as the electrolyte 
gradually infiltrates, which will cause the lithium above the stripped 
Li to lose activity and form dead Li. The gaps generated by dead Li 
stacking make Cu- Li thicker than PI- Ag- Li after 50 cycles. Therefore, 
it can be inferred that the exceptional cycling stability was uniquely 
ascribed to the self- evolution of Li- Ag alloy in the PI- Ag- Li anode 
which favors a well- regulated Li deposition and thus circumvents the 
dead Li pulverization problem.

Fig. 4. Electrochemical performance of half- cells and full cells with PI- Ag- Li integrated anode and the stabilization mechanism of Li deposition. (A) Schematics 
of cell assembly in a coin cell. (B) Average coulombic efficiency test protocol in li||cu and li||Pi- Ag half- cells to calculate the average coulombic efficiency. (C) long- term 
cycling performance of the batteries using ncM811 (1.5 mAh cm−2) paired with a li- deposited cu anode (8 mAh cm−2) and Pi- Ag- li anode (8 mAh cm−2). constant current 
constant voltage (cccv) cycling is performed at 0.5c (1 c = 200 mA g−1), with the voltage window of 2.8 to 4.3 v versus li+/li. (D) the deformation charge density and the 
atom structures of li adsorption on the li- Ag (100) and li (100). inset: the corresponding binding energies. the top- view and cross- sectional SeM images of (E) Pi- Ag- li 
and (F) cu- li anode after 50 cycles in full cells and schematics of the stabilization mechanism for li deposition/stripping.
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To better evaluate the potential application of PI- Ag- Li in practical 
LMBs, 20- μm Li was rolled on PI- Ag by a scalable roll- to- roll manu-
facturing to obtain PI- Ag- 20Li anode. Stripping/plating measure-
ments were carried out in half- cells (Li||Cu- 20Li and Li||PI- Ag- 20Li) 
to validate the functionality of the PI- Ag- Li anode. A practical capacity 
of lithium at a high current density (2 mAh cm−2 at a current density of 
2 mA cm−2) was repeatedly deposited/stripped in each discharge/charge 
cycle. The upper limit of the charging voltage is set at 0.4 V.  
Typically, because of the limited amount of lithium in the system 
(4 mAh cm−2), a surge of the charging voltage to 0.4 V indicates the 
complete consumption of available lithium from the counter electrode 
during the cycle. Figure 5A shows the voltage profiles as a function of 
time. The half- cell using Cu- Li exhibits huge overpotential fluctuations, 
and the voltage quickly reaches 0.4 V at 400 hours. This could be attrib-
uted to the lithiophobic of Cu matrix that leads to an irregular Li plating/
stripping and quick lithium exhaustion. In contrast, the PI- Ag- 20Li 

shows very stable voltage profiles for over 1000 hours with a much 
lower overpotential compared to Cu- Li. The improvement in cycling 
life verifies the effectiveness of the self- evolved PI- Ag- 20Li in regulat-
ing homogeneous Li deposition without dendrite formation. This is 
consistent with the results collected from average Coulombic efficien-
cy analysis. More practical and harsh condition was tested to verify the 
practicality implementation of the PI- Ag- 20Li integrated anode. The 
mass loading of the NCM811 cathode material was 20 mg cm−2 (areal 
capacity: 4 mAh cm−2) and was used to match PI- Ag- 20Li, Cu- 20Li, 
and 20Li- Ag alloy anodes to assemble lithium metal full cells. The N/P 
ratio of the full cell is 1.0. The cycle performance of the full cells was 
performed at 0.5 C rate (1.0 C = 200 mA g−1). To meet the demanding 
cycling requirements under realistic conditions, it is essential to mini-
mize the influence of other factors, including side reactions between 
lithium and the electrolyte. For this reason, we chose a localized high 
concentration electrolyte (LHCE) with low reactivity to lithium, which 

Fig. 5. Performance of PI- Ag- 20Li symmetric cells and NCM811||PI- Ag- 20Li full cells under a realistic test condition. (A) the li deposition/stripping voltage curves 
of cu- 20li and Pi- Ag- 20li symmetrical cells at 2 mA cm−2 with an areal capacity of 2 mAh cm−2. the insets show the high- resolution voltage profiles at specific times. 
(B) cycling performance of full cells with 4 mAh cm−2 ncM811 as the cathode and Pi- Ag- 20li or cu- 20li as the anode. the test protocol is cccv at 0.5 c rate (1 c = 200 mA 
g−1) with the voltage window of 2.8 to 4.3 v. (C) comparison of full- cell specific density versus per- cycle capacity retention between Pi- Ag- li||ncM 811 full cell in this work 
and recently reported lithium- less full cells (projected by a 10- Ah pouch cell). note that the area of the circumference represents the n/P ratio in the full cell, and only the 
reported data with n/P ratios less than 5 are involved in the graph. note that the specific density is extrapolated from a 10- Ah pouch cell, see table S4 (11, 12, 25, 26, 29, 
41, 42, 47) for the detailed parameters. (D) capacity retention of full cells with 4 mAh cm−2 ncM811 paired with Pi- Ag- 20li and 20li- Ag alloy anode. (E) Adsorption energy 
between polyimide and Ag or li- Ag alloy and solid- solution diffusion process of li during lithium deposition. Polyimide polymerization degree is n = 1, Ag crystal surface 
is (111), and li- Ag alloy crystal surface is (110). (F) the optical images of the entire electrode of Pi- Ag- 20li and 20li- Ag after 10 cycles in full cells. (G) the schematics show-
ing how Pi- Ag/li integrated anode mitigate electrode pulverization in a lithium- limited system as compared to alloy anodes.
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is commonly used in lithium- less systems. As shown in Fig. 5B and 
fig. S20, the cell with Cu- Li begins to decay after 100 cycles, with much 
lower Coulombic efficiency. In contrast, PI- Ag- 20Li||NCM811 full cell 
delivers a high average capacity retention of 99.94% per cycle and a 
stable cycling performance over 170 cycles (with 90% capacity reten-
tion). The rate capability of PI- Ag- Li||NMC811 and Cu- Li||NCM811 
is evaluated in fig.  S21, PI- Ag- Li||NCM811 maintained a high dis-
charge capacity of 124 mAh g−1 at 5 C rate, whereas the capacity of the 
Cu- Li||NCM811 was only 75 mAh g−1. To highlight the superiority of 
our results compared with recently published work, we summarize 
and compare the full- cell performance at both the cell level and anode 
level. Figure S22 and table S3 give the comparison of our integrated 
anode with recently reported lithium metal anodes (11, 19, 25, 26, 35, 
41–46), in terms of total- anode specific capacity (calculated by divid-
ing the areal capacity by the total anode mass) and cycling perfor-
mance in a full cell. Our integrated anode demonstrates superior 
comprehensive performance in total anode specific capacity and full- 
cell cycling. We then compare the performance of a projected high- 
energy Li metal cell with lithium- less anodes and NCM811 cathodes 
under realistic conditions of high areal capacity, low N/P ratio, and 
lean electrolyte supply (11, 12, 25, 26, 29, 41, 42, 47). The graph in 
Fig.  5C illustrates cell- level energy density, derived from a 10- Ah 
pouch cell, plotted against capacity retention per cycle. The majority of 
the data within the orange line indicates a preference for a high N/P 
ratio (ranging from 3 to 5) or a low cathode areal capacity (<3 mAh 
cm−2) to mitigate concerns such as uncontrolled growth of dead lithi-
um or electrode pulverization, leading to improved capacity retention. 
Nevertheless, this approach may compromise the specific energy of the 
battery. In the green circle region, lithium- limited systems sacrifice av-
erage capacity retention (below 99.8%) for higher specific energy. In 
comparison, our cells, highlighted in Fig. 5C, achieve high specific en-
ergy and excellent cycling stability (99.94% capacity retention per cy-
cle) simultaneously.

Morphology evolution after cycling was studied for Cu- 20Li, 20Li- 
Ag alloy anode, and PI- Ag- 20Li integrated anodes in the full cells. As 
revealed from top- view SEM images in fig. S23, the Cu- 20Li anode 
displays a loose structure covered with massive mossy Li dendrite, 
which accounts for the low Coulombic efficiency and rapid capacity 
decay. In the case of 20Li- Ag alloy anode in Fig. 5D, the full cell as-
sembled with 20Li- Ag alloy anode can only operate for 60 cycles be-
fore a “cliff- jumping” capacity decay occurs, which suggested that the 
PI matrix played a key role in improving the battery cyclability. To 
explore how the PI- Ag/Li functions on an anti- pulverization property 
in such low N/P condition, the binding energies of PI with Li- Ag alloy 
and Ag were calculated by density functional theory (DFT) methods. 
The results reveal that the Li- Ag alloy (110) has a stronger adhesion 
force to PI than Ag (111) through the van der Wale forces between the 
oxygen from carbonyl (O═C) and the Ag and Li (Fig.  5E; binding 
energy: 1.59 eV versus 0.57 eV). Therefore, it can be inferred that dur-
ing the self- evolution process, lithium diffuses into the interface be-
tween PI film and the silver to form Li- Ag alloy, resulting in a 
strengthened interaction force between the alloy and the PI film 
(shown in fig. S24). The entire electrode presents an overall fragmen-
tation state as confirmed by optical images (Fig. 5F). The result im-
plies that although lithiophilic Ag alloy was proven effective in 
mitigating the dendrite formation, the huge volumetric change dur-
ing repeated plating/stripping may cause disastrous mechanical pul-
verization of the electrode, thereby resulting in electrical disconnection 
and rapid cell failure. In comparison, the PI matrix can firmly anchor 

the Li- Ag alloy layer upon the repeated Li plating/stripping, thereby 
effectively preventing the upper layer of active material from frag-
mentation of the integrated anode, thus suppressing the electrode 
pulverization. A practical pouch cell coupling NCM811 cathode ex-
hibits stable cycling with capacity retention of over 90% after 45 cycles 
at 0.2 C and verifies the practical implementation of PI- Ag- 20Li an-
ode (figs.  S25 and S26). The above analysis reveals that under the 
lithium- limited systems required for high energy density batteries, 
the mechanical pulverization of the electrode upon the electrochemi-
cal process is also a key factor deteriorating the performance of the 
full battery, in addition to the problem of “dead Li pulverization origi-
nated from dendrites growth.” Our functional integrated anode con-
forming to the solid solution self- evolution mechanism can regulate 
lithium growth, eliminate the dead Li, and solve the dendrite pulveri-
zation. Simultaneously, the strong interaction between PI substrate 
and Li- Ag can circumvent the mechanical pulverization problem of 
the alloy anode, thus enabling the full battery stably cycle under a 
harsh N/P ratio of 1.0.

Battery safety in practical cells
The safety problem of next- generation high- energy LMBs has raised 
widespread concerns, especially regarding thermal runaway caused 
by overheating. Our PI- Ag- Li integrated anode enables the batteries 
with improved specific energy and extended cycle life while also ren-
dering the advantages of superior safety. As shown in Fig. 6A, for a 
practical pouch cell consisting of multiple layers of PI- Ag- Li elec-
trodes, in the occurrence of a localized thermal runaway, owing to the 
thermal insulation property of the PI substrate, heat will tend to prop-
agate and dissipate along the surface of the layer rather than through 
the interlayer to the adjacent electrodes. In addition, self- extinguishing 
property of polyimide could further prevent the thermal abuse. To 
verify the above anticipation, the heat transfer process of PI- Ag sub-
strate and conventional Cu substrate were simulated using COMSOL 
Multiphysics. For PI- Ag substrate, when exposed to a constant heat 
source, due to the good thermal conductivity of the surface silver 
layer, the heat is mainly transferred across the silver layer and hardly 
transferred longitudinally through the polyimide; thus, heat is mainly 
found on the PI- Ag surface (Fig. 6B). In the case of conventional cop-
per substrate, due to the good thermal conductivity, heat transferred 
rapidly longitudinally between the layers, and thus, heat is found dis-
tributed throughout the whole substrate (Fig. 6C). In this sense, it can 
be revealed that the high- energy pouch cells equipped with PI- Ag- Li 
anode can be isolated into smaller units that block heat propagation to 
each other, thus restricting thermal runaway only to the small unit. 
Differential scanning calorimeters (DSC) measurement was conduct-
ed on Cu- 20Li and PI- Ag- 20Li to evaluate their thermal properties. 
As shown in Fig.  6D, although their exothermic peak appears at 
160°C, the total heat release of PI- Ag- 20Li is much lower than that of 
Cu- 20Li (−33.5 versus −53.5 kJ g−1), verifying the self- extinguishing 
nature of the PI- Ag anode. On the basis of these characteristics, we 
performed accelerating rate calorimeter (ARC) tests on 0.5- Ah pouch 
cells of Pi- Ag- 20Li and Cu- 20Li. As shown in Fig. 6E, for the pouch 
cell with Cu- 20Li anode (green line), self- heating initiates at 121°C, 
thermal runaway occurs at 125°C, and the maximum temperature 
during thermal runaway reaches 680°C. In contrast, for the pouch cell 
with PI- Ag- 20Li (orange line), self- heating is detected at 135°C, 
with no evident continuous self- heating caused by thermal runaway 
observed. Instead, there is a spontaneous cessation of the self- 
heating with nearly no heat accumulation, indicating a thermal 
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runaway- preventing behavior. All the aforementioned results demon-
strate that polyimide, owing to its thermal stability and insulating 
properties, can prevent the domino effect triggered by self- heating, 
thereby effectively suppressing thermal runaway in a battery. The 
high- safety feature of PI- Ag/Li integrated anode demonstrates its fea-
sibility for use in practical high- energy batteries.

DISCUSSION
To conclude, we demonstrate an integrated, lightweight anode with 
improved specific energy and dual- reinforced anti- pulverization 
functionality for LMBs. Silver NPs monolayer was chemically im-
mobilized on ultralight PI substrate through ion- ligand exchange 
reaction, and the integrated anode was realized by electrodeposition 
or lamination of ultrathin Li foil onto it. It is revealed that the Ag 
phase diffused in Li solid solution and self- evolved into a fully 
lithiophilic, homogeneous Li- Ag alloy, which contributes to a uni-
form lithium deposition and mitigated dead Li pulverization. Mean-
while, a strong chemical interaction between the bottommost Li- Ag 
atom and the PI matrix is built via the van der Waals bond (Li- 
Ag⋯O═C), which enables a good electrode integrity and electrical 
continuity upon cycling. The dual anti- pulverization property 
makes our integrated anode particularly attractive for a lithium- 
limited LMB system. As a result, full- cell pairing PI- Ag/Li anodes 
with NCM811 cathodes demonstrate a long- term cycling stability 
over 500 cycles with 80% capacity retention (N/P ratio of 5). Even 

under harsh conditions of high- loading cathode (20 mg cm−2) 
and low N/P ratio (1.0), PI- Ag/Li||NCM811 full cell still maintained 
a remarkably stable cycling with capacity retention of 90% over 
170 cycles. Compared to the most cutting- edge anode- free LMBs, 
the specific energy of different LMBs assembled using our PI- Ag/Li 
integrated anode can be increased by approximately 10%. In addi-
tion, the high- energy LMBs equipped with our integrated anode 
also demonstrate a superior high- safety characteristic that effective-
ly blocked heat propagation under extreme conditions such as short 
circuits and thermal runaway. Our integrated anode design not 
only paves the way for realizing improvement in specific energy of 
LMBs to a higher level but also circumvents the problems of pul-
verization in the practical implementation of high- capacity an-
odes and can be extended to other alloy anodes such as Si, Al, 
Mg, and Zn.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Preparation of the PI- Ag substrate
First, the PI film (8 μm, 12 cm by 12 cm) was immersed in a 5 M po-
tassium hydroxide solution in a 20- cm diameter glass petri dish for 
2 hours. The PI- K+ film was then washed thoroughly with purified 
water and immersed in 0.02 M silver- ammonia solution for 2 hours 
(ammonia was dropped into 0.02 M silver nitrate solution until the 
precipitate disappeared). Last, the PI- Ag+ film was washed and im-
mersed into 0.2 M l- ascorbic acid solution for 2 min. The film was 

Fig. 6. Safety comparison of PI- Ag substrate anode and conventional Cu substrate anode. (A) Schematic representation of heat propagation blocking during 
thermal runaway in a multilayer electrode pouch cell using Pi- Ag- li anode. Simulations of heat transfer processes of different substrate exposed to a single heat 
source (T = 476 K) using cOMSOl Multiphysics. (B) Pi- Ag substrate anode and (C) cu substrate anode. (D) dSc profiles of Pi- Ag- 20li and cu- 20li anodes in an ester 
electrolyte. (E) voltage and temperature changes during the ARc test of a 0.5- Ah pouch cell assembled with Pi- Ag- 20li or cu- 20li anode and ncM811 cathode, where 
T1 represents the onset temperature of self- heating, T2 represents the onset temperature of thermal runaway, and T3 represents the maximum temperature of thermal 
runaway.
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washed with pure water and dried in a vacuum oven at 60°C to obtain 
the final PI- Ag substrate.

Preparation of PI- Ag- Li
Electrochemical lithiation was occurred in 2032- type coin cell. The 
working electrodes were PI- Ag and lithium foil. The electrolyte was 
an ether electrolyte [1.0 M LiTFSI dissolved in 1,3- Dioxolane 
(DOL)/Dimethoxyethane (DME) (1:1, by volume) containing 1% 
LiNO3]. All batteries were assembled in a glove box under Ar atmo-
sphere [O2 < 0.01 parts per million (ppm), H2O < 0.01 ppm]. The 
protocol was to discharge at the required amount of Li by Landt 
(CT2001A). Electrochemical lithiation of Cu- Li was also prepared 
by the same method. PI- Ag- 20Li and Cu- 20Li were obtained by roll-
ing PI- Ag or copper foil with 20- μm Li foil in the dry room (dew 
point temperature < −40°C).

Electrochemical measurements
Two different areal capacities of NCM811 cathodes were pre-
pared. Low areal capacity of NCM811 cathodes were used to 
probe the cycling stability of the anodes. NCM811, super P, and 
polyvinylidene difluoride (PVDF) were mixed in weight ratio of 
8:1:1, and the active material loading was 7.5 mg cm−2. NCM811 cath-
odes were used to probe the application of anodes in practical 
systems. NCM811, super P, and PVDF were mixed in weight ratio 
of 95:2.5:2.5, and the active material loading was 20 mg cm−2. 
The electrolytes were ester electrolyte [1.0 M LiPF6 dissolved in 
EC/DMC/DEC (1:1, by volume) containing 5% fluoroethylene 
carbonate (FEC)] and LHCE [lithium bis(fluorosulfonyl)imide 
(LiFSI), dimethoxyethane (DME), and 1,1,2,2- tetrafluoroethyl- 2,
2,3,3- tetrafluoropropylether (TTE) were mixed in a molar ratio of 
1:1:3], and the amount of electrolyte added in coin cells is 6 g Ah−1. 
All cells were assembled in a glove box under Ar atmosphere and 
tested by Landt (CT2001A).
Li||Cu and Li||PI- Ag half- cells
Li||Cu and Li||PI- Ag half- cells were assembled to investigate the 
specific role of PI- Ag in regulating lithium deposition and to 
evaluate the average Coulombic efficiency. The cells were fabri-
cated by paring a lithium foil (thickness, 0.55 mm) with Cu or 
PI- Ag, respectively, in a 50- μl commercial ester electrolyte. The 
ester electrolyte contained 1 M lithium hexafluorophosphate 
(LiPF6) in the mixture of ethylene carbonate (EC), dimethyl car-
bonate (DMC), and diethyl carbonate (DEC) (1:1:1 in volume 
and 5% FEC containing, purchased from Nanjing MJS Corp.). 
The Coulombic efficiency was evaluated as follows: 1 mAh cm−2 
of Li was first deposited onto Cu or PI- Ag at 0.1 mA cm−2 and 
then stripped away by charging to 0.2 V by 2 cycles. Then, these 
cells were deposited 1 mAh cm−2 Li and galvanostatic charge/
discharge under 0.1 mA cm−2 for 100 specific cycles and charged 
to 1 V again, and the average CE thus can be calculated according 
to the final charged capacity.
NCM811||PI- Ag- Li and NCM811||Cu- Li full cell
The full cells were composed of PI- Ag- Li or Cu- Li anode (8 mAh 
cm−2 predeposited lithium), NCM811 (7.5 mg cm−2, N/P = 5), and 
50 μl of commercial ester electrolyte. The ester electrolyte contained 
1 M LiPF6 in the mixture of EC, DMC, and DEC (1:1:1 in volume and 
5% FEC containing, purchased from Nanjing MJS Corp.). The cycling 
test protocol is constant current constant voltage (CCCV) at 1 C rate 
(1 C = 200 mA g−1) with the voltage window of 2.8 to 4.3 V. The rate 
test was conducted under constant current conditions with cycling at 

0.5 C, 1 C, 2 C, 3 C, and 5 C for each, within the voltage window of 
2.8 to 4.3 V.
Li||Pi- Ag- 20Li and Li||Cu- 20Li half- cells
The PI- Ag- 20Li and Cu- 20Li were fabricated by rolling a 20- μm lith-
ium foil onto PI- Ag or Cu (referred to as PI- Ag- 20Li or Cu- 20Li), 
respectively. The Li||PI- Ag- 20Li and Li||Cu- 20Li half- cells were as-
sembled by coupling PI- Ag- 20Li or Cu- 20Li with a 550- μm lithium 
foil in a 50- μl LHCE. The LHCE contains LiFSI, DME, and TTE with 
a molar ratio of 1:1:3. The half- cells were galvanostatic charge/dis-
charge to evaluate the cycling stability of the anodes in the voltage 
range of 0 to 0.2 V (current density: 2 mA cm−2, cycling capacity: 
2 mAh cm−2).
Lithium- less full cells: NCM811||PI- Ag- 20Li, NCM811||20Li- Ag, 
and NCM811||Cu- 20Li full cell
The full cells were assembled by coupling PI- Ag- 20Li, Cu- 20Li, or 
20Li- Ag (20- μm Li- Ag alloy) with NCM811(20 mg cm−2, N/P = 1) in 
a 20- μl LHCE electrolyte (6 g Ah−1). The test protocol is CCCV at 
0.5 C rate (1 C = 200 mA g−1) over a voltage window of 2.8 to 4.3 V.
Lithium- less pouch cells: NCM811||PI- Ag- 20Li
The pouch cell was fabricated in a dry room, with PI- Ag- 20Li anodes 
(three pieces, 58 mm by 45 mm), NCM811 cathodes (two pieces, 
56 mm by 43 mm), and Al2O3- coated separators. The LHCE electrolyte 
(1 g Ah−1, 360 mg) was injected into the pouch cell in a glove box 
under the Ar atmosphere. The 0.36- Ah pouch cell was cycled over a 
voltage range of 2.8 to 4.3 V by Landt (CT2001A) at 0.2 C.

Characterizations
The XPS was conducted on Kratos Axis Supra with Al Ka achromatic 
x- ray source. Thermogravimetric analysis (STA 449F3 Jupiter) was 
performed with a scan rate of 10°C min−1. 4,4′- Dimethoxytrityl mod-
ulus images were collected on AFM system (Bruker, Multimode 8 with 
Nanoscope V controllers). The SEM images were investigated by SEM 
(Hitachi Regulus 8100, operating at 10 kV) with an EDS system. 
Cross- sectional samples were prepared by focused ion beam (Helios 
Nanolab 600i, FEI Corp.). The electronic conductivity was obtained 
by four- probe tester (ST 2258C and ST2553- F01). In situ x- ray pow-
der diffraction was performed on a Bruker D8 Adwance diffractom-
eter with Cu Ka radiation (λ = 1.5418 Å) and Landt (CT2001A) using 
a specially designed Swagelok cell.

Battery safety tests
The ARC test was performed on the 0.5- Ah pouch cell with an EV- 
ARC system (Thermal Hazard Technology Inc.). The pouch cell was 
assembled in the dry room, using PI- Ag- 20Li and Cu- 20Li as the an-
odes and NCM811 as cathodes and Al2O3- coated separators. In addi-
tion, the LHCE electrolyte (1 g Ah−1, 500 μl) was injected into the 
pouch cell in a glove box under Ar atmosphere. The pouch cell was 
charged to 4.3 V at 50 mA and followed by a constant voltage at 4.3 V 
held until the current decayed to 25 mA. The fully charged cell was 
heated in a cylindrical calorimeter during the test. The starting tem-
perature was 50°C with a heating step of 5°C, and the temperature 
sensitivity was 0.02°C min−1 in an adiabatic environment. If the de-
tected heating rate of the battery is less than the sensitivity setting 
value, then the calorimeter system will automatically enter the next 
“heat- wait- seek” test mode cycle; if it is greater, then the calorimeter 
system will automatically switch to the “adiabatic” test mode until the 
battery self- heating is less than the system set sensitivity value or 
reaches the end of the system set temperature stop. PI- Ag- Li (5 mm × 
5 mm, the mass of Li was 0.163 mg) or Cu- Li (the mass of Li was 
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0.18 mg) was mixed with carbonate electrolyte (50 μl mg−1 based on 
the mass of Li) and sealed in a high- pressure crucible with gold plated 
surface. Also, the high- pressure DSC was conducted in DSC 214 Polyma 
of Netzsch.

DFT calculations
All DFT calculations were performed using the Vienna Ab Initio Sim-
ulation Package. The generalized gradient approximation method 
with the Perdew- Burke-  Ernzerhof exchange- correlation function 
was used to manage the electron exchange and correlation energy. 
The plane wave basis (kinetic energy cutoff value, 450 eV) was used to 
describe the valence electrons. A mesh of 2 by 2 by 1 was used for the 
k- point sampling obtained from the gamma center. The thickness of 
the vacuum layer is 20 Å. The atomic positions were fully optimized 
until the energy and forces converged to 1 × 10−5 eV and 0.03 eV Å−1, 
respectively. The calculations of adsorption energy were conducted as 
follows: Eads−x = E1 − (E2 + Ex). Where E1 is the total energy of system 
with X adsorbed; E2 is the energy of Li, Ag, or Li- Ag system; and Ex is 
the energy of Li or PI.

COMSOL Multiphysics simulations
Geometrical configuration
The composites is divided into three parts: The upper and lower lay-
ers are rectangular with a length and width of 10 μm and a height of 
0.5 μm, and the middle layer is 10 μm in length and width and 7 μm 
in height. The monolayer material is a rectangle with a length and 
width of 10 μm and a height of 8 μm.

The geometry is a solid domain and the physical field is solid heat 
transfer. The thermal conductivity, density, and specific heat capac-
ity data of the materials are in table S5.
Calculation method
A heat source is set up at the top of the geometry (the heat source 
is a square with a side length of 1 μm), and the boundary condition 
is the temperature, which is set to 473 K. The boundary conditions 
of the four faces of the geometry in terms of length- height and 
width- height are set to be symmetric surfaces, and it is physically 
assumed that the boundaries of the geometry do not affect heat 
transfer. The initial value of the entire computational domain is set 
to 298 K. The remaining faces are thermally insulating boundary 
conditions.

Supplementary Materials
This PDF file includes:
Figs. S1 to S26
notes S1 to S10
tables S1 to S5
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